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Summary

The Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) has
sponsored system studies to support 1) the evaluation of alternative configurations and operations tor
the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management System (CRWMS) and 2)the deve.lopment of system
requirements and design specifications. These studies are generally directed toward evaluating the
impacts of alternatives to the monitored retrievable storage (MRS) and fuel rod consolidation, waste
form and char_tcteristics sequences, cask and canister concepts, allocation of waste acceptance rights,
and system throughput rates. The objectives of this document are

• to present major system issues and related system element issues in a structured manner

• to discuss key results of major system studies and explain the basis for certain current system
assumptiotks

• to summarize the scope and results of complletedsystem studies that are still relevant at the time
this document is published

• to provide the background needed for identifying and prioritizing system issues to be resolved.

Consistent with the objectives, the document does not include low-level subsystem studies addressing
system element issues that do not interact with overall system issues. The document is expected to be
updated as major new system studies are completed and significant new results are available.
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Introduction

Since 1984, the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) has sponsored several
system studies in an attempt to address system issues such as the impact of adding the Monitored
Retrievable Storage Facility (MRS), the use of transportable storage casks, and strategies fbr optimal
fuel selection. Some of the studies have become obsolete because the U.S. Department of Energy's
(DOE) policy has changed or more recent studies have used better data and/or assumptions. Other
:,_tudiesare still valuable because the issues raised several years ago are still present. Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL)c°)has participated in several of these studies. In this document, major system and
r_elatedsystem element issues are presented in a structured manner, followed by a discussion of major
system study results that provide current understanding of possible solutions, where those were
idientified. The approach should be useful in identifying areas where additional efforts should be
e_pended. The Appendix in this report contains a summary and conclusions of each currently valid
stu,dy mentioned in this report. Although no change was made to the conclusions of studies
sularnarized, comments were added to each summary in the appendix as needed to assist the reader in
evaluating the studies.

(a) PNL is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute under Contract
DE-AC'!)6-76RLO 1830.



Key System Issues

The purpose of the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management System (CRWMS) is to manage safely the
disposal of high-level nuclear waste (HLW). Key system issues generally relate to the form and
characteristics of the waste a_d how these drive the design and operational use of the various waste
containers (casks, disposal containers) and related handling, preparation, and disposal operations. The
desirability of the MRS is an issue that has been resolved in DOE's MRS System Study (1989) and the
Iv_RSReview Commission's 1989 report. The following is a concise list of the remaining key system
issues that provide a structure for considering a hierarchy of subtier issues. These issues are
subdivided into top-level system issues and system element issues interacting with system issues.

Top-Level System Issues

• F,_rmsand quantities of waste that will be accepted

• System.preferred waste form and characteristics sequence

- tiesirable waste characteristics at the time of shipment and geologic emplacement

- preferr_ control method to achieve these characteristics

• Desirable system waste throughput rates

• Major uncerta,.intiesfacing the system

• Sensitivity of rbe resolution of each key issue to these uncertainties

• Timing of design decisions to be valid for the most probable resolution of the uncertainties.

System Element Issues Interacting with System Issues

• Types, numbers, and sequence of transport casks

• Cask operating tactics that will be used in waste transportation

• Prestorage processing, type, and sequence of storage technologies, operating tactics, and post-
storage processing to be used

• Prepackaging processing, disposal container types and sizes, container sequences to be used, and
location for packaging



• Repository emplacement layouts, container heat criteria, and emplacement operating tactics.

The following is a brief summary of the status of each of these issues, including a few of the more
significant subissues.



Top-Level System Issues

System-Preferred Waste Form and Characteristics Sequence

"lhe allocation of fuel acceptance rights among utilities is based on the oldest-fuel-first (OFF) concept,
However, when fuel is being delivered under an allocation, the fuel that is selected to be delivered does
not have to be the fuel on which the allocation is based. Fuel selection is independent of fuel alloca-
tion, and there is substantial potential for controlling the characteristics of the waste stream via the
selection process. Selection of the OFF concept is frequently assumed, even though the initial benefits
of handling old, cold fuel are totally offset later by the difficulty of handling new, hot fuel when the
older fuel runs out.

An initial evaluation of the system-preferred waste characteristics sequence, Task 8 of the Waste
Acceptance Criteria evaluations, indicated that a strategy involving reasonably constant average charac-
teristics is probably preferred over the early-cold, later-hot characteristics resulting from OFF selec-
tion. Selection methods that give reasonably constant, average waste characteristics are probably
preferred over OFF. The Task 8 assessment needs to be extended and focused on providing:

* Justification to the utilities that DOE has legitimate reasons for participating in the utilities' selec-
tion of fuel at the time of delivery and possibly participating in the utilities' selection of fuel that is
to be committed to dry storage. This approach, if considered, can be formulated to allow flexibil-
ity for the utilities to make the selection of spent fuel assemblies that are to be shipped to DOE at
any particular time. For exarr.Jple,a utility could make up each shipment with a mix of spent fuel
that meets a specified average characteristic, such as a 100-year levelized energy output, or some
other characteristic.

• Baseline fuel characteristics sequence and characteristic variances that will be consistently used in
designing ali equipment and facilities. In addition, a baseline needs to be developed with respect to
HLW characteristics sequence and for the method and timing of acceptance of fuel, nonfuel hard-
ware, and other nonfuel wastes.

System Design Throughput

The currently assumed design throughput rate of 3,000 MTU per year of spent fuel has survived with-
out change from the late 1970s and early 1980s, when spent fuel disposal estimates were double the
current estimates and there were to be two repositories operating in parallel, each at 3,000 MTU per
year. Subsequent studies have consistently shown that this value is close to the minimum cost value for
the single-repository system. This may be somewhat on the low side, principally because the fixed
component of annual system operating costs is quite high. An evaluation of this issue leading to a
formal confirmation or revision of the 3,000 MTU per year rate is a priority study.



Major System Uncer ainties

The impacts of uncertainties tin the system design process can be minimized if the nature of each uncer-
tainty and its area of influenciz are systematically evaluated and used as part of an overall design strat-
egy. The major system uncertainties are those whose resolution is on the critical path of achieving
spent fuel acceptance in 1998 and the longer term goal of beginning disposal operations in 2010. These
major uncertainties include

• Location, startup date, artd constraints on operation of the MRS

• Location, startup date, arid constraints on operation of the repository

• Impact of host rock and licensing requirements on the disposal container design and emplacement.

A formal assessment of these and other major system uncertainties would permit the development of a
sound strategy for making design progress. For example, such a strategy could include limiting the
impact of the second and thiJrduncertainties, which are repository related, on the near-term objective of
fuel acceptance and interim storage. A principal source of coupling between the MRS and the reposi-
tory/disposal container elements is that, with a very expensive container, fuel consolidation is likely to
be viable. Additional system benefits are available if consolidation occurs prior to waste storage at the
MRS and from-MRS transport. However, making a decision to consolidate fuel at the MRS before the
disposal container is finalized may result in inefficiencies. Decoupling the second and third uncertain-
ties from the first could thus be achieved by evaluating the uncertainties and the consolidation option
and by formally determining for Or against prestorage consolidation at the MRS. The current position
is not to preconsolidate at the MRS. With this decoupling, an analysis of the impact of the first uncer-
tainty would yield a design and implementation strategy for the from-reactor transport and the MRS
system elements. Because transport cask design is a function of waste characteristics at shipment time,
a key concern is a significant delay in the availability of the MRS that would cause a design change in
the transport cask and in the MRS storage casks and facilities.



System Element Issues Interacting With System Issues

Interaction With Transportation

The transportation element can be adjusted to system throughput requirements simply by varying the
number of casks purchased. The cask maintenance facility will require specific adjustment. The sys-
tem waste sequence preference of constant average characteristics requires that casks be nonuniformly
loaded with mixtures of hotter and cooler fuel. This represents a departure from traditional cask
design, licensing, and operating practice, which have typically assumed uniform cask loadings with
spent fuel assemblies of similar radiological characteristics. Fortunately, the radiological capacity of
casks is increased with nonuniform loading, because hot assemblies are placed in the interior cavity of
the c_k and colder assemblies are placed in the exterior ring to take advantage of the fuel's self-
shielding properties. The principal risks of the major uncertainty or the possibility of delayed MRS
startup can be managed by knowing the extent of delay that would cause a difference in cask design,
due to a difference in the tradeoff between cask physical capacity and cask radiological capacity;
adjusted, if appropriate, for possible changes in cask external dose standards. From,-,.'¢lRStransport
cask design could also be impacted by the consolidation issue discussed below. Although
transportation costs are not a major component of the total system costs, strategies that may reduce
costs by a reasonable amount should be investigated further.

Interaction With MRS

The MRS and the repository are the principal fixed facilities that have substantial capital and operating
costs Both facilities influe_;e, and are influenced by, the system throughput rate. The design of the
MRS is relatively insensitive to the system-preferred characteristics sequence. However, MRS opera-
tions sh-uld maintain or enhance the sequence of characteristics of the waste entering the waste packag-
ing process. The manageable risks are the same as those for transportation casks; there are additional
uncertainties associated with the need for fuel consolidation, its possible location in the MRS, and the
possibilky of waste packaging at the MRS. The current planning basis for a storage-only MRS is a
viable and simple approach. Consolidation and packaging location are largely optimization issues, as
distinguished from technical issues, and can be reasonably deferred until there is greater certainty as to
the system being optimized.

Interaction With Waste Containerization and Emplacement

The disposal container and host rock environment are the most significant components for long-term
waste isolation and therefore tend to drive the system. However, with respect to the near-term goal ef
1998 waste acceptance, the principal coupling to the transport and MRS elements is via the repository
preference for constant waste characteristics. The uncertainty as to disposal container design could be
resolved in the direction of an expensive container, which in turn could impose a cost-driven require-
ment for consolidation. However, unless such uncertainty were resolved prior to the startup of an
early MRS, the repository would be the most likely location for rod consolidation and waste packaging.



Past System Studies

The system studies funded by OCRWM in previous years were generally formulated to address specific
issues as they arose. Generally, those studies do not have a structure that corresponds one-for-one to
the system issue hierarchy outlined in the previous sections. Nevertheless, past studies did address a
significant subset of system and subsystem issues. The studies can be grouped into the following
categories:

• System Impacts of MRS _d Rod Consolidation Alternatives

• System Impacts of Alternative Waste Form and Characteristics Sequences

• System Impacts of Cask and Canister Concepts

• System Impacts of Alternative Allocations of Waste Acceptance Rights

• Determination of Desirable System Throughput Rates

The following sections discuss the major findings of the studies. The more detailed study summaries,
organized by the above titles in the appendix, contain additional information. Full bibliographic
information for each study discussed below can be found in the appendix.

System Impacts of MRS and Rod ConsolidationAlternatives

This category of studies typically involves analyses of several top-level system issues and system ele-
ment issues interacting with system issues. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) amendments estab-
lished an MRS Review Commission to provide an independent assessment of the need for an MRS

facility. Shortly thereafter, OCRWM decided to update its analysis of the role of the MRS in the waste
management system and published a report on this analysis in 1989.

Both OCRWM's MRS System Study and the MRS Review Commission's independent study identified
system benefits resulting from the addition of a basic MRS to the system. The basic MRS is a storage
facility without fuel rod consolidation or production of disposal containers. System benefits would be
associated primarily with an MRS that is not linked with the repository as provided in the current
NWPA linkage. Benefits include such things as relief for utility storage problems, emergency storage,
and timely waste accept_.nce.

A Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) 1988 report documented OCRWM's analysis of the effects of rod
consolidation on the repository for two scenarios, consolidation at the repository and consolidation at

the MRS. Rod consolidation at the repository was not found to be cost-effective or operationally
advantageous. At-MRS rod consolidation would be beneficial to repository economics and operation if

compared with the scenario involving at-repository consolidation. Although the SNL study did not
assess rod consolidation from an overall system perspective, the previously described 1989 MRS Sys-
tem Study analyzed in some detail system tradeoffs associated with rod consolidation. The results did



not point to compelling reasons for favoring rod consolidation and/or packaging speat fuel at the MRS.
As disposal container cost estimates are revised in the future, the conclusions of the study may be
revisited.

In a 1989 Dry Cask Storage Study, OCRWM evaluated existing storage technologies and concluded
that these are safe and environmentally acceptable options for storing fuel at reactor sites until such a
time as a federal facility is available to accept the spent fuel. However, the study also examined the
impact of an MRS on reactor storage needs, and concluded that an MRS with the proper ramp-up rate
would reduce cumulative reactor storage needs.

,.

System Impacts of Alternative Was_te Form and Characteristics
Sequences

A 1987PNL studyevaluatedthe impactof spentfuelageandexposureon allowablewastepackageand
repositoryareathermalloads'int_.ff, salt, andbasalt.. Theresultswereintendedt_ bea basisfor iden-
tifying possible waste package and emplacement strategies for accommodating a projected range of
spent fuel characteristics and to recommend possible incentives for system design improvements_' For
example, allowing spent fuel to age, increasing the spent fuel matrix thermal conductivity, and reduc-
ing the uncertainty in host rock limiting temperature constraints would reduce waste package and
repository mining requirements.

In 1991, PNL investigated system impacts of a hypothetical repositor¢ delay, with startup in 2060. lt
was found that additional above-ground cooling would result in significantly reduced mining and waste
container requirements. The delay would result in spent fuel characteristics such _at maximum bore-
hole wall temperatures would be lower, but elevated temperatures would be maintained for longer time
periods relative to the 2010 startul: scenario, thereby aiding the "hot" emplacement strategy.

A 1991 study involving multiple OCRWM contractors, the Waste Acceptance Criteria Task 8 report
entitled Incentives for Selection of Spent Fuel for Deliver), to zhe Federal Radioactive Waste Manage-
ment System, was to determine OCRWM's preferences for spent fuel selection. Once a utility has an
allocation of fuel to be delivered, selection is the process by which specific assemblies are chosen for
delivery. The study concluded that

• The repository prefers a levelized (constant average) heat and integrated heat per waste package
(this implies that some mixing and blending of fuel assemblies is needed, unlike straight selection
of OFF).

• The MRS is substantially indifferent to waste selection.

• For uniformly loaded transportation casks (loaded with radiologically similar fuel assemblies), OFF
selection is preferred. An analysis of nonuniform fuel loadings in rail casks was included in an
appendix of this report.

An OCRWM assessment of nonuniform cask loading, a 1989 study by E.R. Johnson Associates (JAI)
and David Andress and Associates (DAA), should also be noted. Nonuniform loading would minimize
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Relative to the multipurpose cask, the transportable storage cask (TSC) has the advantage of being
decoupled from disposal requirements. In a JAI study of TSCs (1987), it was found that the only
significant benefit to the system of accepting TSCs occurs when OCRWM can aveid buying or building
similar casks for OCRWM use in transport or MRS storage. For such savings to occur, the utility
would have to, make a binding commitment to future cask delivery at the same time that OCRWM must
otherwise make its own commitment to buying casks or designing and constructing storage facilities.
However, the logistics of utility cask storage is such that very few utilities could justify committing to
deliver TSCs prior to or during the initial startup of the waste system. Each delivery of fuel in the cask
would normally require that the utility purchase and load a new cask to make room for the next fuel
discharge, an uneconomical strategy. Only after fuel acceptance rates have exceeded fuel discharge
rates for some time can a utility gaizl enough storage margin to sensibly consider delivering casks to
OCRWM. In addition, the ability to maintain the transport certification of casks (for NRC purposes)
used for storag,z over many years remains uncertain.

Another JAI study analyzed the impacts of accepting NUHOMS multiple-element sealed canisters
(MESCs), whicihwould be transferred from horizontal storage modules into an OCRWM transport cask
for shipment. .It was found that several system and system element issues are similar, although not
identical, to those associated with the acceptance of TSCs.

Other JAI studi_s investigated system impacts of receiving failed fuel, canisters of consolidated fuel and
compacted hardware resulting from rod consolidation, and nonfuel-assembly hardware (NFAH).
Failed fuel that is encapsulated in "standard" canisters, i.e., canisters having an envelope about the
same as standard,fuel assemblies and meeting other requirem,,ats proposed in a 1990 JAI report (these
requirements m_t both the utility's storage needs and OCRWM's transportation needs), will be
handled like fuel assemblies. Failed fuel that is structurally damaged or contai_-.d in nonstandard cani-
sters is proposed to be subject to delayed acceptance. For consolidated fuel, _rovided that a net
compaction ratio of at least 1.45 is achieved, the acceptance of consolidated fuel rods and compacted
hardware in standard canisters would not cause negative system impact_. For NFAH, its acceptance by
OCRWM will impact the system because this is an additional waste stream. Impact_ would be
reduced, althou_;h not eliminated, if utilities were to deliver NFAH integral with fuel a._sembliesand
compact any NFAH that must be delivered separately from assemblies.

System Impacts of Alternative Allocations of Waste Acceptance Rights

In 1989, PNL _mdBattelle Columbus investigated for OCRWM the system impacts of allocating waste
acceptance rights other than on an OFF basis. Allocation scenarios considered included granting exclu-
sive spent fuel acceptance rights to shutdown reactors in order of shutdown date or to reactors with
imminent stora_;e capacity needs. Although these preliminary investigations provided useful insight,
additional studies should be undertaken to better understand the tradeoffs and constraints. Granting
exclusive rights to shutdown reactors was shown to result in major distortions in the number and type
of casks needed in some years, distortions that were aggravated further by the need to handle short-
cooled fuel.

12
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System Impacts of MRS and Rod Consolidation Alternatives

MRS System Study Summary Report. 3une 1989.
DOE/RW-0235, Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management, U.S. Department of Energy.

Summary

This report summarizes the results of the Monitored Retrievable Storage Facility (MRS) system studies
that were performed. Three scenarios were used to analyze various configurations for the waste
management system. The first scenario addressed a system that would dispose of intact spent fuel in a
repository that would start operating in 2003. The second scenario examined various configurations of
a system that would dispose of consolidated fuel in a repository that starts operating in 2003. The third
scenario analyzed the effects of delaying the start of repository operations by both 5 and 10 years. This
scenario also examined the effects of the conditions in the Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act
(NWPAA) that limit the storage capacity of the MRS facility and link its development and operation to
the repository.

The DOE's previous position on an MRS facility, as articulated in the 1987 MRS proposal to
Congress, held that an MRS facility provides tangible benefits to the waste management system. The
results of the MRS system studies support that general conclusion. Of ali the system configurations
analyzed, a basic MRS facility in the eastern U.S. would provide the greatest benefits to the waste
management system in terms of early and adequate acceptance, schedule confidence, and increased
system flexibility. The benefits of this configuration would be magnified if the conditions and linkage
in the NWPAA were removed or modified.

The basic MRS facility would increase costs by about $1.3 to $1.7 billion, depending on the scenario
examined. The addition of packaging functions (to load waste into disposal containers) to the MRS
facility would increase costs more, by approximately $0.9 to $1.5 billion in the intact fuel scenario. If
the repository were delayed by 10 years or more, the MRS system would not cost any more than the
no-MRS system.

Ali of the system configurations examined are licensable. For the systems with an MRS facility,
licensing is expected to be easiest and quickest for the basic MRS facility. The MRS system studies
conclude that a basic MRS facility is preferable at present. No significant benefit was identified for
either consolidating spent fuel or encapsulating it into disposal containers at an MRS facility. How-
ever, because of the current uncertainties about the waste paci:age, there would be a benefit in retaining
the flexibility to add these more complex functions to the MRS facility at a later time if such functions
were found to be beneficial or necessary as the system design matures.
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Nuclear Waste: Is There a Need for Federal Interim Storage?

November 1989. Monitored Retrievable Storage Commission.

Summary

Congress created the Monitored RetrievableStorage Commission to report on the need for a federal
MRS as part of the nation's nuclear waste management system. Congress asked the commission to
review tke Secretary of Energy's oroposal to create an MRS, evaluate the technical need for an MRS,
obtain data and comments from affected parties, and recommend whether such a facility should be
included in the nuclear waste management system. The following is a summary of the conclusions and
recommendations that resulted from this study.

Conclusions

• From a technical perspective, both the no-MRS and MRS options are safe. Although neither
option is completely without risk, the commission determined that the risks are expected to be
small and within regulatory limits, and the degree of difference in risks is so small that the
magnitude of difference should not affect the decision as to whether there should be an MRS.

• The net cost of a waste management system that includes an MRS would be lower than previously
estimated because of delays that have already occurred in the expected date of repository operation
and the likelihood of further slippage of that date. The economics of an MRS would become more
favorable if the repository were delayed and if the MRS were to accept spent fuel as early as pos-
sible. These effects would become especially significant if the repository operation were to be
delayed beyond 2013, when there will be a sharp increase in the number of nuclear power plants
whose current licenses will expire. If a repository were not in operation by that time, utilities
would incur major additional costs that would result from the inability to remove spent fuel from
plants being decommissioned. However, a system with an MRS would still be somewhat more
costly on a discounted basis than one without an MRS.

• No single discriminating factor would cause the MRS alternative to be chosen in preference to the
no-MRS alternative. Although the commission found no single factor that would cause it to favor
one alternative, it believes that, cumulatively, there are a number of advantages that would justify a
central storage facility neither limited in capacity nor linked to the repository schedule and
operation. These advantages include

- Storage for emergency purposes

- Storage for utilities that do not have sulticient space in their spent fuel pools or onsite storage,
or that cannot obtain a license for additional at-reactor storage and hence might be required to
shut down an otherwise satisfactorily operating nuclear power plant

A.2



- Storage for spent fuel from shutdown reactors

- Economies in the waste management system if an MRS could be substantially completed before
the repository

- Greater redundancy in the system in the event of unforeseen circumstances

- More surge capacity to facilitate the flow of spent fuelto the repository

- More flexibility in storage options and future waste preparation functions

- Assistance in standardization

- Initiation of federal responsibility for taking possession of spent fuel.

• An MRS linked as provided in current law would not be justified, especially in light of uncertain-
ties in the completion time for the repository. Consequently, the commission does not recommend
a lip._ed MRS as required by current law and proposed by DOE. The commission notes that for
many years members of Congress, other public officials, environmental groups, and many private
citizens have expressed concern that an unlinked MRS might be regarded as a de facto repository,
thereby reducing the impetus for building the repository as expeditiously as possible. Although the
commission does not believe that there is a technical basis for the linkages, they agree that, in light
of congressional and other concerns about a de facto repository, some linkages are justified.

The schedule linkage presently in the NWPAA would make it impossible for an MRS to be opera-
tional more than three years before the repository. Because of delays already experienced in the
repository schedule and continued uncertainty surrounding the repository's location and date of
operation, the value of the MRS would be greatly diminished if its construction were tied to the
schedule of the repository. Most of the need for an MRS would have disappeared, because utilities
would have had to make other arrangements for storage.

• lt would be in the national interest to use some interim storage facilities that would be substantially
more limited in capacity and built under conditions different from the DOE-proposed MRS to
provide for emergencies and other contingencies. The commission recognizes the need to provide
certain services that would be in the national interest but that could not be provided by an MRS
restricted by the schedule linkages currently in the law. The commission concludes that spent fuel
storage for emergency and other purposes would be in the national interest. Facilities to fulfill this
national interest could be more limited in scope and could be built under different conditions than
the DOE-proposed MRS.

A.3



Recommendations

In view of the conclusions noted above and in light of its extensive studies and deliberations, the
commission recommends the following:

• Congress should authorize construction of a Federal Emergency Storage (FES) facility with a
capacity limit of 2,000 MTU.

• Congress should authorize construction of a User-Funded Interim Storage facility with a capacity
limit of 5,000 MTU. Such a facility would provide storage only and would be used in addition to
the FES facility proposed in the above recommendation.

• Congres_ should reconsider the subject of interim storage by the year 2000 to 1) take into account
uncertainties that exist today but might be resolved or clarified within 10 years, 2) consider
developments which cannot be anticipated today, and 3) evaluate the experience with the two facili-
ties recommended above.
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OGR Repos/tory-Specific Rod Consolidation Study: Effect on Costs,

Schedules, and Operations at the Yucca Mountain Repository.

August 1988. P. D. O'Brien. Sandia

National Laboratory.

Summary

In this report, repository life-cycle costs are compared andoperationaltradeoffs are assessed for waste
management scenarios with and without spent fuel rod consolidation. Four cases are considered: In
Cases I and 2, intactspent fuel is received directly from the nuclearutilities; in Cases 3 and4, most of
the fuel is received from an MRS facility. Case 1 features at-repository consolidation, whereas in
Case 2 the fuel would be packaged and emplaced as intact fuel assemblies. Case 3 assumes at-MRS
consolidation. Case 4 assumes no consolidationeither at the MRS or at the repository.

The total life-cycle c'ost for the Case 1 (reference) repository is about $6.6 billion (in 1986 dollars). In
Case 2, "intact" disposal would save $0.5 billion and would offer a number of operational advantages.
The presence of an MRS in the waste management system wold reduce repository costs with or without
at-MRS consolidation. Life-cycle costs for Cases 3 and 4 are, respectively, $1.2 billion and $1.0 bil-
lion less than the cost of Case 1. Consolidation at the MRS would reduce the repository cost by $0.2
billion, Operationally, the MRS would be advantageous in that it would eliminate or, rather, transfer
to the MRS, those operations that are potentially the most hazardous in preparing sper_tfuel for dis-
posal. On the basis of the guidelines established for this study, and from the analyses and arguments in
Sections 3.0 and 4.0 of the referenced OGR report, the following inferences can be drawn with regard
to the effect of fuel consolidation on the cost and opera.tionof the candidate Yucca Mountain reposi-
tory.

• The life-cycle cost of the Case 1 (reference) repository (no MRS, at-repository consolidation) is
about $6.6 billion.

• The life-cycle cost of the Case 2 repository (no MRS, no consolidation) is about $6.1 billion
(elimination of the at-repository consolidation operation saves $0.5 billion).

• Even a large increase in disposal container costs would not change the cost balance between Cases
1 and 2. Repository life-cycle costs would be equal if the container costs for both cases were
multiplied by a factor of 5.7. Therefore, the fact that the container material and design
specifications will not be finalized in the near future is not a matter of serious concern, at least
insofar as those specifications might influence the decision for or against at-repository
consolidation.
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• Without at-repository consolidation, full (3,400 MTU/yr) operation of the repository can be
achieved approximately one year earlier than is possible with at-repository consolidation.

• As determined from Cases 3 and 4, at-MRS consolidation would save $0.2 billion in repository
life-cycle costs. The effect of consolidation on MRS costs and on waste management system costs
depends on factors that are beyond the scope of this study.

• Most of the operational factors that were considered only qualitatively favor spent fuel disposal
without consolidation in the Authorized System (no MRS), and disposal with consolidation in the
Improved Performance System (MRS). In the context of operation at the Yucca Mountain reposi-
tory, none of the factors favoring consolidation is considered to be overriding in importance.

In summary, the results of the study indicate that consolidation at hheYucca Mountain repository would
be neither cost-effective nor operationally advantageous. At-MRS consolidation is seen to be advanta-
geous from the perspective of repository cost and operation. However, because of its limited scope,
the study does not support a recommendation either for or against consolidation at the MRS. As dis-
posal container cost estimates increase, these results should be reuisited.
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Final Version Dry Cask Storage Study.
February 1989.

DOE/RW-0220, Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management.
U.S. Department of Energy.

Summary

This report was prepared in response to section 5064 of the NWPAA, which directs the Secretary of
Energy to conduct a study on using the dry cask storage technology for storing spent fuel at the sites of
civilian nuclear reactors until a geologic repository is available. In conducting this study, the Secretary
was to consider such factors as costs, effects on human health and the environment, and the extent to
which the Nuclear Waste Fund can and should be used to provide funds for at-reactor storage. In addi-
tion, the Secretary was to consult with the NRC, include NRC comments in the report, and solicit the
views of state and local governments and the public.

To evaluate the costs and impacts of dry cask storage, DOE used the following approach:

• DOE estimated the additional at-reactor storage capacity that would be required to accommodate
spent fuel until it is removed from a reactor site. This required projecting how much spent fuel
will be discharged, estimating existing storage capacities and considering the rate at which spent
fuel will be removed from reactor sites by acceptance into DOE's waste management system.

• DOE identified and evaluated various options for increasing at-reactor storage in terms of design
features, spent fuel handling operations, costs, and potential effects on the health and safety of the
public and the reactor workers. The options evaluated included the consolidation of spent fuel
assemblies and several methods of dry storage.

• DOE evaluated the potential effects of the various options for at-reactor storage and transportation.

Conclusions

Reactor dry storage technology is available and safe. The cumulative aggregate requirements for
additional storage range from 12,200 to 20,000 MTHM for the upper and lower bounds on the spent
fuel discharge forecasts, respectively. For the reference case (spent fuel acceptance by the repository
begins in 2003), the storage inventory peaks within 4 years of the start of spent fuel acceptance by the
DOE. However, after the year 2007 an increase in storage capacity will be required at a number of
reactor sites because the rates at which these reactors discharge spent fuel will exceed the rate at which
the spent fuel is removed from their sites. Consequently, the cumulative additional storage require-
ments continue to increase and do not peak until the years 2012 and 2016 for the lower and the upper
bounds, respectively. The number of reactor sites requiring additional spent fuel storage ranges from
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54 (in the year 2012) to 67 (in the year 2016). Because some nuclear power stations contain several
reactors located at the same site, the number of reactors requiring additional storage capacity is higher,
83 in 2012 to 107 in 2016.

For the three alternative-acceptance cases examined in this report, the removal of spent fuel from the
reactor sites was assumed to start in 1998, 2003, and 2008 at the reference ramp-up rates for the MRS
facility. The case where acceptance begins in the year 2003 at the MRS acceptance rate represents the
authorized DOE waste management system. A comparison of this case with the reference case
(repository-only system) shows that the accelerated MRS ramp-up rate would reduce the additional
storage requirements by 2,440 to 3,790 MTHM.

The additional storage requirements are not evenly distributed among reactor sites, because the maxi-
mum storage capacities of reactor pools are not related to the projected cumulative discharges. For the
lower-bound storage requirement, 29 of the 54 reactor sites needing additional storage in the reference
case need 200 MTIAM or less, but a few need much more. For the upper-bound storage requirement,
37 of the 67 sites riced more than 200 MTHM. (200 MTHM is about 40 percent of a typical pool
capac._ty,or the equivalent of about 20 typical dry casks of intact fuel.)

Technologies for At-Reactor Storage

The dry cask study also examined the options that could be implemented at the sites of U.S. civilian
reactors for storing spent fuel, including rod consolidation to increase the capecity of existing storage
pools. The dry-storage options include metal casks, concrete casks, horizontal concrete modules,
modular concrete vaults, and dual-purpose casks that can be used for both storage and transportation.
Although the various options differ somewhat in their technical maturity, no significant technical prob-
lems are expected with any of them. Both intact and c.,gnsolidatedspent fuel can be stored in these
devices. To date, both storage in metal casks and storage in horizontal concrete modules have been
licensed by the NRC. In addition, the NRC staff has approved a topical report on the use of modular
concrete vaults and is reviewing a report on the use of concrete casks.

Estimated Costs

The estimated aggregate costs of providing additional at-reactor storage capacity for the reference case
(spent fuel acceptance by the repository begins in 2003) range from about $500 million to $2 billion.
For the three alternative-acceptance cases (start of acceptance by the MRS facility in 1998, 2003, and
2008 at MRS ramp-up rates), the estimated aggregate costs range from $200 million to $2.7 billion.
Considerable uncertainty is associated with the cost estimates.
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Impacts on Health and Safety and the Environment

In its Waste Confidence Decision of August 31, 1984 (49 CFR 171), the NRC stated that "the com-
mission finds reasonable assurance that, if necessary, spent fuel...can be stored safely and without
significant environmental impacts" in reactor storage pools or in "independent spent fuel storage
installations." The NRC's findings were supported by experience with more than 80 individual safety
evaluations of spent fuel storage facilities. For dry storage, tb,e NRC stated its belief that current tech-
nologies are capable of providing safe storage for spent nuclear fuel for at least 30 years beyond the
expiration of the operating license. The NRC also concluded that the possibility of a major accident or
sabotage at a spent fut,l storage facility with radiological consequences to the public is extremely
remote.

The NRC's findings are supported by the results of the radiation safety analyses conducted for this
study, which show that the typical radiation exposure risk for the public is negligible. As an example,
the public dose commitment from dry storage at one particular reactor site is only 0.02% of the annual
dose received by the same population from natural background radiation.

Transportation Impacts

None of the dry-storage options would significantly affect transportation unless the spent fuel is con-
solidated. For transportation, intact spent fuel that is stored in casks or other dry-storage devices may
be required to be transferred to the same type of shipping cask that would be used for intact spent fuel
stored in pools. Thus, no modifications to the transportation system are needed, and there are no
changes in the transportation operations or in the number of shipments required for a given quantity of
spent fuel.

Using dual-purpose casks, if approved by the NRC for transportationr would have the advantage of
eliminating loading spent fuel into shipping casks, thus reducing the number of shipping casks needed
for the transportation fleet. The overall impacts on the transportation system would be minimal. Addi-
tional cost savings may be realized by using these casks for lag storage at a DOE waste management
facility. The benefits to the system would depend on the timely availability of these casks to the utili-
ties as well as to DOE's transportation system.

Spent fuel consolidation can increase the payload per shipping cask, which could reduce the number of
shipments required for transporting a given quantity of spent fuel. Reducing the number of shipments
depends on optimizing cask capacities. This potential benefit, however, would represent a small por-
tion of the overall cost ,ofwaste management.

Use of the NucmearWaste Fund for At-Reactor Storage

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA), which established the Nuclear Waste Fund, does not
authorize DOE to use the Nuclear Waste Fund to provide direct financial support for storage at reactor
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sites. DOE will consider mechanisms whereby the utilities can t'ealize benefits resulting from
at-reactor spent fuel management activities if such activities can be demonstrated to be beneficial to the
overall waste management system. However, it would be difficult at present to identify and quantify
the benefits, because the design and development of the overall waste management system are still in a
preliminary stage, and it is not clear which technologies the utilities are likely to select; nor is it clear
which technologies would be of benefit to the waste management system, because of its developmental
status. Studies being conducted by DOE are examining the potential for at-reactor activities to
contribute to the goals of the waste management system. As these efforts proceed, DOE will discuss
them with potentially affected parties and factor them, as appropriate, into program planning and
facility design activities.

Conclusion

DOE concludes that the existing dry cask storage technologies are technically feasible, safe, and
environmentally acceptable options for storing spent fuel at the sites of civilian nuclear reactors until
such a time as a federal facility is available to accept the spent fuel.
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MRS Systems Study, Task F: Transportation Impacts of a Monitored

Retrievable Storage Facility. May 1989.

L. A. Brentlinger, S. Gupta, A. M. Plummer, L. A. Smith,

and S. Tzemos. BMI/OTSP-07, Battelle Nuclear Systems Group.

Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management.

Summary

This is one of several study tasks supporting DOE's 1989 MRS System Study Sununary Report.
(Note: 1989 MRS study tasks are not included in this Appendix if their focus was on a nonsystem issue
such as design selection or licensing.) This report documents tht_differences in transportationcosts and
radiological dose underalternativescenarios )ertaining to a nuclear waste managementsystem with and
without an MRS, including the effects of various MRS packagingfunctions and locations. The analysis
is limited to the impacts of activities related directly to hauling HLW, including the capital purchase
and maintenance costs of the transportation cask system. Loading and unloading impacts are not
included in this study because they are treatedas facility costs in the other task reports. Transportation
costs are based on shipments of 63,000 MTU of spent nuclear fuel and 7,000 MTU equivalept of
HLW.

In general, from a transportation standpoint, the MRS is economically more favorable than a no-MRS
system when its packaging function maximizes MRS-to-repository cask capacity and minimizes
reactor-to-MRS shipment miles. When evaluating the generic eastern and western MRS locations, only
the generic eastern MRS, which stores and ships intact fuel with a western strategy or consolidates and
canisters fuel, realizes these above efliciencies to the extent that they provide a net transportation cost
savings over a no-MRS system. Savings range from $100 to $200 million over the 24-year life of the
project.

In the store-only case with the generic eastern MRS, the western strategy would be needed to minimize
cross-country shipping to bring system transportation costs closer to those of the no-MRS system. For
the consolidate-and-containerize and containerize-intact cases, the from-MRS cask efficiency is low, so
an eastern MRS location increases costs. The western MRS would not significantly reduce cross-
country shipping miles, so none of the western MRS cases would give lower costs than the no-MRS
case.

A comparison between the generic eastern MRS and the generic western MRS indicates that the eastern
MRS would provide the following (the cost variation depends on whether or not the western strategy is
used):

• 5 to 15 percent cost savings for the store-only case
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• 15 to 25 percent cost savir,gs for the consolidate-and-canister case and

• 2 to 10 percent increase for the containerized intact spent fuel case.

The minimum shipment-mile location, when compared to the generic eastern location, represents

• 15 to 25 percent cost savings for the store-only case

• 25 to 35 percent cost savings for the consolidate-and-canister case

1 to 10 percent cost savings for the consolidate-and-containerize case.

The minimum shipment-mile MRS is located such that the average distance from reactors is shorter in
•" ' 'e

comparison to the eastern MRS location, which results in a cost savings of more than ten percent.

An MRS that consolidates and canisters spent fuel appears superior in terms of reducing transportation
costs over the three other alternatives (nonconsolidation alternatives) analyzed in this study, because
consolidation of fuel into canisters would allow efficientuse of the cask interior space.

With a generic eastern MRS lo,,_ation,a western strategy would reduce transportation costs by about
$95 million for an MRS that would store only, and about $85 million for an MRS that would consoli-
date and canister the spent fuel. The total shipment-miles would be reduced by not shipping from the
western reactors to an eastern MRS and then back to a western repository. In addition to lower trans-
portation costs, an eastern MRS system would result in a reduced number of shipmer,ts and shipment-
miles when compared to a western MRS or a no-MRS system.

Using overweight truck casks (5 PWR/12 BWR assemblies)reduces the cost of from-reactor shipments
by approximately $80 to $160 million compared with legal-weight truck casks (3 PWR/7 BWR
assemblies), Jepending on the Federal Waste Management System (FWMS) configuration and MRS
location. The cost reduction is the result of the increased cask capacity and corresponding reduced
number of shipments.

The option of shipping HLW directly to the repository is noticeably more cost-effective than shipping
through an eastern MRS and marginally more cost-effective than shipping through a western MRS.
The total shipping distance for Idaho and Hanford HLW increases significantly for the eastern MRS
compared with the no-MRS case. These two sites ship about 45 percent of the total HLW. In analyz-
ing transportation dose, the total transportation dose for the 11 core cases (see study for details) indi-
cates that transporting spent fuel would result in an in-transit dose of 1,400 person-rem for spent fuel
consolidation and canistermg at an eastern MRS with a western strategy to 2,600 person-rem for a
no-MRS system. An eastern MRS would reduce the dose 25 to 45 percent over a western MRS
(depending on the packaging selection) or a no-MRS system, because it reduces the number of cross-
country shipments.
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MRS Systems Study Task G Report: The Role and Functions
of Surface Storage of Radioactive Material in the
Federal Waste Management System. April 1989.

T. W. Wood, M. K. Altenhofen, S. M. Short,
C. A. Mackay, and M. G. Woodruff.

PNL-6876, Pacific Northwest Laboratory.

Summary

This study in),estigates the functions that could be performed by surface storage of radioactive nl=:_,ial
within the radioactive waste management system, including:

, enabling acceptance of spent fuel from utility owners

• scheduling waste preparation processes within the system

* enhancement of system operating reliability

• conditioning the thermal (decay heat) characteristics of spent fuel emplaced in a repository.

While these are not required functions for the FWMS, each represents a potential benefit of storage
capacity within the systen: and was evaluated in the study to determine the storage capacity required to
perform it. This evaluation was conducted for a wide range of MRS and repository-only scenarios,
including variations in the deployment timing and storage capacity of the MRS and repository, and the
extent to which these are linked (as in the NWPAA) or independent of each other's schedule.

The analysis focuses particularly on the effects of storage capacity and DOE's acceptance schedule on
power reactors. Figures of merit developed include

• the storage capacity [in metric tons of uranium (MTU)! required to be added beyond currently
estimated maximum spent fuel storage capacities

• the associated cost

• the number of years that spent fuel pools would remain open after last discharge (in pool years)

• the cost of this period of operation.
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Principal Findings

The principal findings of this report are the following:

• The storagecapacity provided by an MRS facility couldbe used to substantiallylimit the projected
burden of utility storage requirements abovepool capacities.

• An MRS that began accepting spent fuel as early as possible with a storage capacity of at least
30,000 MTU would maximize this benefit.

• The same MRS deployment scenario could also provide substantial benefit in terms of reduced

length of pool operations after last discharge if repository deployment were substantially delayed.

• An MRS deployed per the NWPAA constraints on schedule and storage capacity, while still
beneficial, would provide significantly fewer benefits in terms of avoidedcosts at reactors.

• The storage capacity at an MRS facility could enhancesystem operating reliability by allowing
continuation of either the emplacement or the spent fuel acceptancefunctions in the event of

long-durationreductions in the acceptanceor emplacementrates.

• The process scheduling function could be provided satisfactorily in either a repository-only or an

MRS system.

• The heat management function, if it proves valuable, could be accomplished either through 25,000

MTU of storage capacity at an MRS or by selection of spent fuel from reactors in a repository-only

system.
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System Impacts of Alternative Waste Form and
Characteristics Sequence

The Impact of Spent Fuel Age and Exposure on Waste Package
and Repository Area Thermal Loads. 1987.

M. K. Altenhofen, N. L. Sevigny, K. I. Johnson, and R. E. Graves.
Pacific Northwest Laboratory.

Summary

The effects of emplacing 5-, 10-, and 15-year-old pressurized water reactor (PWR) spent fuel on waste
package and repository area thermal loads in basalt, salt, and tuff geologic media were evaluated to
determine the impact of _pent fuel age and exposure on allowable waste package and repository area
thermal loads. Separate methodologies were used to analyze waste package and repository area
thermal loads, and the results of the independent analyses were integrated to estimate the allowable
waste package/repository area thermal design envelope for each spent fuel type and repository medium
combination. The results of this study can be used to identify possible waste package and emplacement
strategies for accommodating a projected range of spent fuel characteristics and to recommend possible
incentives for waste isolation system design improvements.

In general, allowable waste package and rer,ository thermal loads are more sensitive to age than expo-
sure. On an equivalent MTU basis, allowable =wast¢:package and repository area mass loads are more
sensitive to exposure than to age. The allowable waste package and repository area thermal loads are
strongly dependent on site-specific near-field temperature and far-field thermal constraints and spent
fuel matrix thermal.properties. The assumptions concerning material properties and design parameters
are equally important. The general trends observed in this study should be valid for the range of spent
fuel age and exposure levels evaluated.

Depending on the spent fuel age, spent fuel matrix thermal conductivity, and host rock temperature
constraint, waste packaging and emplacement design strategies can be identified to accommodate an
anticipated range of spent fuel exposure characteristics. For the situation resulting from younger spent
fuel, a low spent fuel matrix conductivity, and a high host rock temperature limit, the allowable waste
package thermal load is generally insensitive to the allowable repository area thermal load. The insen-
sitivity results from the relatively early occurrence of peak temperatures. A variable waste package
diameter and constant emplacement pitch design strategy would be favorable in this situation. The
v_iable diameter/fixed emplacement pitch strategy would maintain a maximum constant waste package
and repository area thermal load throughout the waste isolation system. In the variable diameter/fixed
pitch strategy, the designer would base the number and specification of waste package diameters on the
spent fuel initial heat generation rate distribution and the allowable waste package thermal load.
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For the situation resulting from older spent fuel, a high spent fuel matrix thermal conductivity, and a
low host rock temperature limit, the allowable waste package thermal load is generally sensitive to the
allowable repository area thermal load. The sensitivity results from the relatively late occurrence of
peak temperatures. A fixed waste package diameter and variable emplacement pitch strategy would be
favorable in this situation. This strategy is based on tailoring the emplacement pitch to a variable waste
package thermal load to minimize packaging and/or excavation requirements. In the variable diameter/
fixed pitch strategy, the waste package diameter would be based on the spent fuel heat generation rate
distribution and tradeoffs between waste packaging and excavation costs in the waste isolation system.
The designer can base the waste package diameter on an allowable waste package thermal load between
the constraints imposed by spent fuel centerline temperatures and far-field criteria.

Several technical and economic tradeoffs need to be evaluated to establish the preferred waste package
and emplacement strategy in each medium type. lt is possible that some combination of these strategies
may be preferred, because age can have a significant impact on the thermal design envelope. In any
case, waste packaging and emplacement design strategies must be determined on a site-specific basis,
using a projection of the spent fuel age and exposure characteristics to maximize the efliciency of the
system.

The results of this study also suggest possible incentives to improve the design of the waste isolation
system. Aging spent fuel, increasing the spent fuel matrix thermal conductivity, and reducing the
uncertainty in host rock limiting temperature constraints would reduce waste package and repository
area requirements and tend to support a fixed waste package diameter strategy. These incentives are
based on factors controlled by DOE, particularly the spent fuel age and the matrix thermal conduc-
tivity. A fixed waste package and variable emplacement design strategy is attractive because it is more
consistent with the current design approach and more practkal in terms of interfacing requirements.
Increasing the spent fuel matrix thermal conductivity through the use of stabilizer materials (e.g., inter-
nal fins, fill gas) would relax the constraint imposed by spent fuel cladding temperature. Reducing the
uncertainty in the host rock temperature limits is likely to relax the constraints imposed by emplace-
ment borehole wall temperatures and provide necessary input in support of design optimization.
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Effects of Spent Fuel Aging on Repository Disposal

Requirements (Draft). 1991.

R. W. McKee, K. I. Johnson, H. D. Huber, and M. C. Bierschbach.

Pacific Northwest Laboratory/

Summary

This study investigated system impacts of repositoryschedule slippage beyond the year 2010, when the
averagespent fuel age will be 28 years, If the repository must be delayed until 2060 (averagefuel age
of 78 years), requirements would be significantly reduced for mining and waste containers. The delay
would result in spent fuel characteristics such that maximum borehole wall temperatures would be
lower but elevated temperatures would be maintainedfor longer time periods relative to the 2010 start-
up scenario, thereby aiding the "hot" emplacement strategy. To estimate increased repository waste
loadings for aged spent fuel, a new method, Equivalent Energy Deposition fEED), was successfully
applied. EED assumes that equal energy depositionfrom the spent fuel over equal time periods should
equate to equal thermal effects. Sandia National Laboratory adopted this method in 1991 for use in
Yucca MountainProject Office (YMPO) analyses. The need for the method is explainedbelow.

Much of the thermal effect of spent fuel on the repository environment is controlled more by the
cumulative or integrated thermal energy deposited in the repository over a period of time than by the
initial thermal power at the time of emplacement in the repository. If a 100-year period is required to
reach a constraining peak temperature for a reference repository waste loading, then any other waste
loading that deposits the same thermal energy over a 100-year period should produce a comparable
peak temperature. If the spent fuel activity decayed with a constant half-life, this relationship would be
exact. However, because of the complex relationships between the decay rates of the constituent
radionuclides, the relationship is not exact. As spent fuel ages, the effective decay half-life is
continuously changing (i.e., the decay rate is declining and the effective half-life is increasing).
Consider two groups of emplaced spent fuel, a younger group and an older group, with each group
producing the same 100-year energy deposition. The older spent fuel will start out at a lower areal
power density (APD) and end up at a higher APD relative to the younger fuel. The EED method
provides a good approximation of the effect of fuel aging on allowable repository waste loadings.
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Incentives for Selection of Spent Fuel for Delivery to the Federal

Radioactive Waste Management System -- A Preliminary Analysis

(Draft). 1991. PNL, LLNL, JAI, DAA, SNL.

Summary

The purpose of this report, the Waste Acceptance Criteria Task 8 Report was to determine DOE's

preferences for spent fuel selection. Once a utility has an allocation of fuel to be delivered, selection is
the process by which specific assemblies are chosen for delivery. Except for fuel that has been
committed to extended storage, utilities do not appear to have strong preferences for any particular

waste selection method. As noted below, DOE can achieve specific system benefits via appropriate
fuel selection.

Task 8 was a multicontractor effort, including transportation, repository, MRS, and overall system
participants, coordinated by PNL. The .selection preferences for each of the separate system elements
are discussed below.

• Transportation - It was initially decided to assume uniform loading of casks because neither the
design data nor the methods were readily available for analyzing nonuniform cask loadings. For

uniformly loaded casks, OFF selection was preferred.

• Repository - A levelized (constant average) heat and integrated heat per package is preferred.

• MRS - This system is substantially indifferent to waste selection.

• System - Based on consideration of the preferences of the repository and of transportation, there
appeared to be a conflict between the goals of the repository and the goals of transportation.

However, it was also recognized that the transportation preference for OFF selection was a direct

consequence of the assumption of uniform cask loading. ][nitial assessments of nonuniform loading

based on new methods and preliminary design data clearly show that it is preferable to uniform

loading because it reduces or eliminates the necessity of reducing cask payloads for the hottest

fuels. Thus, with nonuniform loading, the selection preferences of the repository and
transportation are very similar -- select wastes ':to achieve a waste stream with constant

characteristics, averaged over the cask or waste package load.

In summary, DOE has significant incentives to select fuel that provides relatively constant average
radiological and thermal characteristics. Because the Standard Contract does not currently give DOE

any specific rights of fuel selection, it may be appropriate to include such a provision among the
potential changes that may occur in the Standard Contract.
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Use of Nonuniform Cask L_adings to Minimize Transportation
Requirements and Provide Overall System Benefits. 1989.

D. Andress and N. E_.McLeod. DAA and JAI.

Summary

Strategies to enhance transportcask loading through selectionof spent fuel assemblies have been
investigatedwith the objectiveof reducingthe numberof cask shipmentsand subsequenthandlingat
the waste managementfacilities. The OFF selection was compared with a selection consistent with
nonuniformloadingof transportcasks, in whichhot assembliesare placed in the interior cavity of the
caskand cold assembliesare placed in the exterio_rring to take advantageof the fuel's self-shielding
properties. Use of nonuniformloading techniques_¢oupledwith judiciousfuel sequence and selection
will allow the cask to carry a wider spectrum of fuel and minimizethe need for caskderating. The
study investigatedtwo reactor spent fuel pools and found that nonuniform loadingcould reduce the
numberof shipmentsby about20 percentfor the case:sconsidered.
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Classification of Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF).
March 1990. ORNL/Sub/89-SD841/1, JAI-334,

Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Johnson and Associates, Inc.

Summary

The report recommends revising the waste classification system and the waste inspection and testing
requirements that are needed for proper classification. The new classification system includes seven
classes of standard fuel that would be accepted by DOE without schedule restraint. The first five of
these classes would also have a nonstandard category for wastes not meeting the specifications of the
standard waste. Such nonstandard wastes would be subject to uncertain delivery and acceptance
priority. The seven classes are

• Intact, nondefective fuel assemblies

• Failed fuel in Type 2 canisters

• Consolidated fuel rods in Type 1 canisters

• Compacted structurals from consolidation, in Type 1 canisters

• Non-fuel assembly (NFA) hardware inserted in or on Class 1 standard fuel

• Transport-certified metal casks containing standard waste in Classes 1 to 5

• Transport-certified multielement sealed canisters containing standard waste in Classes 1 to 5.

The underlying rationale for this classification system is that DOE can accept these waste forms when
offered, without unusual operational difficulty. The key to this for Classes 2, 3, and 4 is the using
what could be called a standard canister, which can be handled like a single fuel assembly. Class 5,
NFA hardware, must be delivered integral in, or on, a standard Class 1 assembly or it is nonstandard
and subject to delivery at DOE discretion. Classes 6 and 7, transportable storage casks (TSCs) and
multiple element sealed canisters (MESCs), require transport certification to be acceptable. There is no
nonstandard category for these two classes. They are either standard or the TSC/MESC must be
unloaded by the utility and their contents delivered under Classes 1 to 5.

With respect to the degree of inspection and testing needed for classification at the time of delivery, the
report notes that measurement programs for the independent checking of burnup, age, dimensions, and
weight cannot be justified in comparison with the use of utility records, on the basis of either better
accuracy or cost/benefit. With respect to fuel integrity, a fuel assembly can be classed as nondefective
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if utility operating and handling records, normal visual inspection, and the actual loading of fuel do not
show evidence of failure or unusual distortion.

Recent Technical Status

The probable use of burnup credit transportcaskswill impose a requirementfor the direct utility
measurementof burnupon individualPWR assembliesat the timeof caskloading. Becauseburnup
creditis notneededfor BWR casks,no burnupmeasurementsareanticipatedfor BWR fuel.
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System Impacts of Cask and Canister Concepts

Phase 1 Study of Metallic Cask Systems for Spent Fuel Management
from Reactor to Repository (Draft).

September 1985. Tennessee Valley Authority
and Florida Power and I' _',-qompany.

WTSD-TME-085, Westingho" _ -'_ Corporation.

Summary

The study assessed universal self-shielded wa,,'tr _,_e_s" "P) such as lnultipurpose casks that
can be used for spent fuel storage, tr_nsls,_rt,at:: , . - ,_ removing or rehandling the contents.
Other concepts assessed were ..'_"'.-' _'-m=_c_ _._ storage cask) and a disposal container

, . _..

produced at reactors. The auth,., _:__.. _.... t,_,,_:pr _, ?,a disposal container at reactors is not an
attractive option, but a system consisting of conventim., v:...,dual-purpose casks, and multipurpose
casks may be more cost effective than the reference system ¢._,sisting of storage casks, transport casks,
and disposal containers. OCRWM evaluated the concepts and ' oncluded the following:

• A decision at this time to commit to a USSWP would 1_we a high degree .qf risk because of the

current uncertainty associated with repository and waste p_,ckagelicensing requirements.

• The number of USSWPs that would be required and their costs make them an overwhelming cost
driver of the system. No cost savings would be possible if each USSWP were to cost more than
$220,000.

• Licensing a USSWP would be complicated because it would be under three separate regulations, 10
CFR Parts 60, 71, and 72.

• The transport storage cask should be investigated further in another study.
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Use C,f Transportable Storage Casks in the Nuclear

Waste Management System.

ORNL/Sub/86-SA094/1, HR/JAI-289, December 1987.

ORNL/Sub/86-SA094/4, March 1990.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

Scope

These reports describe the incremental system analysis that was done to define the physical and
economic impactson the DOE system of accepting spent fuel and relatedwaste in transportablestorage
casks (TSCs). The TSC is postulatedto have been loaded in the reactorpool, then ;e_l_ and put into
at-reactorstorage, at an earliertime. At the time of delivery it wouldbe removed from storage without
being returned tothe reactorpool, be certified by the utility as transportable,and be accepted by DOE.
DOE would then transportthe TSC to an MRS or repository site where DOE would do one of the
following:

• unload the cask and immediately put it into service as a DoE transport cask

• unload the cask and use it as process lag storage at the MRS or repository

• put the loaded cask directly into DOE storage.

The cask would then be disposed of.

Current Status

The Standard Contract does not currently include waste contained in TSCs as a waste form that is
acceptable to DOE.

General Conclusions

• The only significant benefit to the DOE system of accepting TSCs occurs when DOE can thereby
avoid buying or building similar casks for DOE use in transport or storage. For DOE to avoid
buying or building such casks, the utility would have to make a binding commitment to future cask
delivery at the same time that DOE must otherwise make its own commitment to buying casks or
designing and constnacting storage. Specifically, DOE could realize system savings of about
$90/kgU tbr up to 20 transport-licensed casks committed to DOE with sufficient lead time to avoid
DOE purchase of such casks for regular transport usage.
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of process lag storage. Second, about $30/kgU could be saved in avoided incremental MRS
storage cask costs for casks delivered while the MRS i:,,_;_iilincreasing its storage capacity,
prior to the start of repository operations.

• The principal benefits to the utility of delivering fuel in TSCs are avoiding unloading the storage
cask and loading a transport cask, at a cost of $3 to $5/kgU, and avoiding ultimate cask disposal at
a cost of $4 to $6/kgU. Further, among alternative at-reactor storage technologies, TSCs at $80 to
$100/kgU are the most expensive storage alternative. Nontransportable alternatives cost in the
range of $40 to $60/kgU. Even after deducting the potential savings of $7 to $11/kgU from
avoided rehandling and disposal costs, the TSC is still considerably more expensive than the non-
transportable alternatives.

• An overall utility-DOE system saving with the TSC is possible, provided the net excess cost of the
TSC over alternative storage would be less than the benefit of the TSC to DOE and a
benefit-sharing arrangement could be worked out. lt appears, however, that logistically very few,
if any, utilities could justify committing to deliver TSCs prior to or during the initial startup of the
DOE system, which is when DOE must have most of the TSCs to realize benefit from them.
Specifically, early delivery of fuel in the cask would normally require that the utility purchase and
load a new cask to make room for the next fuel discharge. This is clearly uneconomical. Only
after fuel acceptance rates have exceeded fuel discharge rates for some time can a utility gain
enough storage margin to sensibly consider reducing the capacity of its out-of-reactor storage (i.e.,
deliver a cask). For these reasons, the prospects of realizing an overall systems benefit from the
use of TSCs are not encouraging.

• In order to allow the full system potential of TSCs and of alternative storage technologies to be
realized, the report suggests three alternatives for the acceptance of waste in TSCs:

- Accept TSC deliveries that meet transportability and other requirements without charge
or payment.

- Accept TSC deliveries with DOE paying some fraction of avoided DOE costs or being
paid excess DOE costs that result from TSC acceptance. Timing of delivery would not
be an explicit requirement, but would be implicit, because avoided DOE cost would be
high for early delivery.

- Participate in ownership of the cask at the time of purchase, at a level sufficient to
offset the excess of TSC cost over nontransportable alternatives, with strict timing
conditions to ensure early delivery.
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Recent Technical Status

Utilities continue to purchase at-reactor storage technologies with cost savings derived from factors that
also reduce transportation licensability. In the structural area, less expensive baskets are also less
robust, reducing transport licensability. In the criticality area, most recent PWR storage cask baskets
rely on pool boron credit to maintain high storage densities and to avoid the need for direct burnup
measurement at the time of loading, lt is unlikely that any cask or basket that requires pool boron
credit at the time of loading and avoids direct measurement of fuel assembly burnups will be licensable
for future transport under current transport criticality regulations.

There have been no new developments affecting two other areas: the acceptability of certifications at
the time of transport, based on fuel conditions many years earlier at the time of loading; and the ability
to maintain the transport certification of casks used for storage over many years both remain uncertain.
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Acceptance of Spent Nuclear Fuel in Multiple Element Sealed

Canisters by the Federal Waste Management System.
March 1990. ORNL/Sub/86-094/6, JAI-314,

Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Johnson and Associates, Inc.

Scope

This report describes the incremental system analysis that was done to define the physical and
economic impacts on the DOE system of accepting spent fuel and related waste in multiple element
sealed canisters (MESCs). These MESCs store either 7 PWR fuel assemblies or 24 PWR fuel assem-
blies in a canister that is loaded and sealed in the reactor pool, then moved in a shielded transfer cask

and transferred to a horizontal concrete storage module. Although not yet designed, it is likely that a
similar canister could be IL_nsed to hold in the range of 40 to 52 BWR fuel assemblies. For unload-
ing, the process can be simply reversed; the canister is cut open in the reactor pool and the individual

fuel assemblies are removed. However, this report addresses the postulated situation in which the

canister would be transferred directly from the horizontal storage module into a DOE transport cask.

DOE would then transport the MESC either to an MRS or to a repository site where the canister would
be opened and the individual fuel assemblies removed; or to an MRS site where the canister would be

transferred into a horizontal storage module for interim storage prior to ultimate opening and removal

of the fuel assemblies. In either case, DOE would ultimately dispose of the canister.

Current Status

The Standard Contract does not currently include waste contained in MESCs as a waste form that is

acceptable to DOE.

General Conclusions

* The only benefit to the DOE system of accepting MESCs would occur when the utility delivers the

24-PWR MESC to DOE during the period when the MRS is still adding storage capacity and DOE

can avoid purchasing a storage basket. The net benefit in this case is about $5/kgU in smaller

quantities and up to $13/kgU if 10,000 MTU were to be delivered during the MRS storage buildup

period. Otherwise, there would always be a net cost to the DOE system, because DOE would

require additional facilities, equipment, and operations to accept MESCs. Specifically, DOE

requires longer and larger transport casks (but without baskets), heavier lift capability in hot cells,

and equipment for opening MESCs; and DOE must pay for MESC disposal. The net cost of these

requirements is on the order of $10/kgU. If larger quantities of 10,000 MTU in large MESCs
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were to be delivered to DOE, this net cost to DOE could drop to $6/kgU. Under ali conditions,
DOE acceptance of the 7-PWR MESC causes substantial DOE cost increases (at least $18/kgU if
the utility supplies the transport cask).

• The benefits to the utility of delivering fuel in a MESC would be the avoidance of unloading the
MESC (not estimated in the report, but probably on the order of $5/kgU) and the avoidance of
MESC disposal estimated at under $3/kgU.

• For reasons of utility storage logistics, it appears that little, if any, fuel is likely to be delivered to
DOE in MESCs during the MRS storage buildup period. Therefore, it appears that the normal
impact of accepting large MESCs into the DOE system would be a net cost to DOE that is about
equal to the net savings realized by utilities in delivering MESCs to DOE. Thus, the impact of
accepting large MESCs on the combined utility-DOE system would be almost neutral. However,
potential acceptance of MESCs under these circumstances raises the issue of interutility equity,
because unilateral action by one utility would reduce its own costs but would correspondingly
increase DOE costs, which are borne collectively by ali utilities. Acceptance of the seven-assembly
MESC would cost DOE substantially more than the utility would save.

• The report suggests the following three alternative ways for DOE to proceed:

DOE would accept MESCs, avoiding the issue of interutility equity.

DOE would accept large MESCs without charge or credit, thereby accepting and
tolerating interutility inequities. The transport licensability of the MESC would be a
utility responsibility.

- DOE would accept large MESCs, but with charges for added costs and credits for
avoided costs, thereby ensuring interutility equity. The transport licensability of the
MESC would be a utility responsibility.

Recent Technical Status

The issue of large MESC licensability for transport has some characteristics in common with TSC
licensability. With respect to criticality, a 24-PWR MESC that is loaded using pool boron credit to
avoid the need for direct assembly burnup measurements would probably not be licensable for subse-
quent transport. The only loading to date of 24-PWR canisters, at Duke Power's Oconee 1, 2 pool,
used pool boron credit. As with TSCs, there is an uncertainty associated with future transportability.
The acceptability of utility certifications at the time of transport, based on fuel conditions at the time of
canister loading done many years earlier, is an uncertainty.
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Acceptance of Failed SNF Assemblies by the
Federal Waste Management System.

March 1990. ORNL/Sub/86-SA094/5, JAI-325,

Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Johnson and Associates, Inc.

Scope

This reportdescribesthe incrementalsystemanalysisthat wasdoneto definethe physicalandcost
impactson the DOE systemof acceptingfailedspentnuclearfuel (SNF). The acceptanceof failedfuel
increasesDOE costsbecausefailed fuel reducesthepayloadof transportandstoragecasks,requires
varioustypesof specialhandlingdependinguponthe DOE system,andmay requirespecialtransport
casks. In additionto developingrecommendationsas to the acceptancecriteria for failed fuel, the
report also suggestsa more quantitativedefinitionof failed fuel andthe relatedlevel of inspection
necessaryto categorizefailed fuel.

Current Status

The Standard Contract defines three categories of failed fuel. Ali categories are nonstandard and thus
subject to uncertain delivery and acceptance priority relative to non-failed intact fuel. The current
classification of failed fuel may be unduly restrictive without providing a corresponding benefit to
DOE, and the requirement for inspection does not address the degree of inspection rigor.

General Conclusions

• The cost premium for handling failed fuel ranges from $3 to $30/kgU, depending on the DOE
system configuration, and is lowest for the system with an MRS and disposal of intact fuel
assemblies. This range applies when special transport is not needed and increases further by $25 to
$35/kgU, depending on the extent of special transportation requirements. However, because DOE
must accept such fuel, the principal economic issue is not if the expenditure will occur, but rather
when it will occur. Out of 57,000 fuel assemblies discharged through 1987, only somewhat more
than 200 were classified as failed. Thus, even with a significant cost premium for handling
individual failed fuel assemblies, the overall system impact of failed fuel will be small.

• Failed fuel that is encapsulated in standard canisters can be handled and accepted on the same
priority basis as standard fuel. It would be appropriate to require that ali assemblies containing
ruptured fuel rods be encapsulated in the standard canister. Failed fuel that is structurally
damaged, or has been encapsulated but is not in standard canisters, is subject to delayed
acceptance.
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• FWMS equipment and systems are designed presuming some contamination from the crud that is
present on the surfaces of most fuel rods. Therefore, the principal concern for definilagfuel failure
in the DOE system is associated with the potential for the added release of fuel p_iculates from
leaking fuel rods, rather than the presence of any clad penetration whatsoever, as is the case with
utility fuel usage. Structural deficiencies that may cause fuel handling problems are also of
concern. The report thus recommends that a fuel assembly be defined as failed if 1) it is
structurally damaged, 2) it contains ruptured fuel rods to the extent that release of particulates is
possible, or 3) it has been encapsulated by the utility.

This definition of failed fuel excludes assemblies that, although damaged, can still be handled the
same as standard fuel, and fuel assemblies with leaking rods that do not have the potential for
significant leakage of particulates.

• With respect to fuel inspection requirements, there is no quantitative way to determine if a fuel
assembly has failed under the practical failed fuel definition suggested in the report. Consequently,
it is not reasonable to impose a specific measurement requirement on the utilities, particularly when
the cost of such measurements would greatly exceed the cost consequences to DOE of receiving
unidentified failed fuel. lt is therefore suggested that failed fuel be identified from the reactor
operator's observation of fuel performance or unusual handling events during the fuel operating
and storage periods, but that additional examination would not normally be required. Two
alternatives are suggested for dealing with the added costs of handling unidentified failed fuel in the
DOE system:

- charging the utility with the added cost
,_

- not charging, unless there is evidence of a disregard of available records or visual
observation procedures.
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Acceptance of Canisters of Consolidated Spent Nuclear Fuel by the

Federal Waste Management System.
March 1990. ORNL/Sub/86-SA094/7, JAI-322,

Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

Scope

This report describes the incremental system analysis that was done to define the physical and cost

impacts on the DOE system of accepting consolidated fuel rods and related compacted fuel assembly
structures contained in assembly-sized canisters. Utilities that select spent fuel consolidated _,oincrease

at-reactor storage capacity generally expect a 2:1 consolidation factor on fuel rods and about 10:1
compaction of the fuel assembly structures. Consolidation of ten assemblies will result in five rack
locations containing canisters of fuel rods, one location containing a canister of structurals, and four
empty locations. The overall compaction ratio is thus 1.67. When these canisters are delivered to
DOE, the same compaction ratio relative to intact assemblies favors increased transport and storage
cask payloads and reduced handling, except where rehandling of the fuel rods is necessary. Thus, one

might normally anticipate cost savings, rather than the cost increases associated with the acceptance of
consolidated fuel.

Current Status

Consolidated fuel and fuel disassembly hardware are an acceptable waste form in the standard contract.
However, they are classified as nonstandard and thus are subject to uncertain delivery and acceptance

priority relative to intact fuel. Provided these wastes are loaded into acceptable canisters, the current

classification may be unduly restrictive inasmuch as DOE may be able to handle, transport, and store

these wastes at least as efficiently as intact fuel.

General Conclusions

• Provided that a net compaction ratio of at least 1.45 could be realized, the acceptance of

consolidated fuel would always result in a net savings to the DOE system. At a compaction ratio of

1.67, waste systems savings would range from a low of $5/kgU (No-MRS system with disposal of

consolidated fuel) to $30/kgU (MRS storage and repository disposal of intact fuel). The basic

reason for these savings is that consolidated fuel canisters can be handled, transported, stored, and

disposed of more efficiently than intact fuel.

• There does not appear to be any basis for scheduling the acceptance of consolidated fuel and related

structurals on a basis different from standard intact fuel assemblies, provided that 1) the wastes are

in acceptable canisters (see the WAC report on canister criteria) and 2) the net compaction ratio of

such wastes is greater than 1.45.
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Recent Technical Status

Although consolidation was widely viewed 10 years ago as the most promising of the at-reactor storagei

technologies, concrete storage casks have since proven to have comparable and more predictable costs
and simpler operational characteristics. Although approximately 50 PWR assemblies have been
consolidated in various demonstration programs, no utility has done significant consolidation or has
committed to continue consolidation as its primary storage-extension technology. However, at least
one utility still appears likely to do so, and others could follow.

In common with the other at-reactor storage technologies, the logistics of utility spent fuel discharges
and storage make it unlikely that a utility would deliver consolidated fuel to DOE until after most or ali
of the intact fuel in the reactor pool has been shipped to DOE. Delivering consolidated fuel to DOE is
the logistic equivalent of delivering fuel plus storage capacity to DOE, and no utility is likely to give up
storage capacity until it is certain that such capacity would not have to be repurchased.
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Acceptance of Non-Fuel Assembly Hardware by the Federal Waste
Management System (Draft).

June 1991. ORNL/Sub/86-SA094/8, JAI-328,

Supplement to ORNLISubl86.SA09418, JAI-355, March 1990.
Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Johnson and Associates, Inc.

Scope

These reports describe the incremental systems analysis that was done to define the physical and
economical impacts of accepting non-fuel assembly hardware (NFAH). The reports address PWR
NFAH items, includingcontrol rod assemblies,burnablepoisonassemblies,neutronsourceassemblies,

thimble plug assemblies, and instrument assemblies. The reports also address BWR NFAH items,
including fuel channels,control assemblies,and instrumentassemblies. Estimatesof total quantities of

these items are provided. Estimates are also madeof the numbersof additionalcanistersneededwhen
the NFAH is delivered integral with fuel assemblies(exceptBWR control assemblies), compacted in

canisters, and uncompactedin canisters. Impacts of accepting, transporting, handling, storing, and
disposing of these NFAH items are determined under various system processingand configuration
assumptions.

Current Status

Under the Standard Contract, NFAH is deliverable to DOE integral with a fuel assembly as standard

fuel. If NFAH is not delivered integral with fuel, it is classified as nonstandard fuel and hence subject

to uncertain delivery and acceptance priority. The standard contract is unclear on the following
number of issues:

* Fuel-related components that qualify as NFAH

e Acceptable forms for non-integral delivery

o Acceptance priority of non-integral NFAH When delivered in acceptable form.

Subsequent to promulgation of the Standard Contract, NRC has determined that Greater-Than-Class C

(GTCC) wastes require repository or equivalent disposal. If the wastes are not GTCC, they can be

disposed of in shallow-land burials. The Standard Contract, therefore, does not address DOE's

obligation to accept non-integral deliveries of NFAH that is not GTCC.
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General Conclusions

• The lowest DOE system cost impact from acceptance of NFAH occurs when it is delivered integral
with the fuel assemblies. The only significant cost in this instance is $600 million for the
acceptance and ultimate disposal of uncompacted BWR control assemblies, which cannot be
delivered integral with the fuel. This cost could be reduced to about $250 million with at-reactor
compaction of BWR control assemblies.

• WhenNFAH is notdeliveredintegral with fuel, but is delivereduncompactedto DOE, costsof
$1.2 to $1.5 billion are incurredby DOE for the transport,compaction,anddisposalof NFAH.
Reductionsof $0.7 to $0.9 billion in thoseaddedDOE costscan be realizedif non-integralbut
compactedNFAH isdeliveredto DOE.

• DOE system cost impacts would therefore be minimized if utilities were to deliver NFAH integral
with fuel and compact any NFAH that could not be so delivered. Uncompacted, non-integral
NFAH should probably not be accepted for delivery. The timing of non-integral, compacted
NFAH delivered in acceptable canisters should be at DOE discretion.

Recent Technical Status

Regardless of how it is delivered, acceptance and disposal of NFAH would have a significant impact on
the DOE system. Even when delivered integral with the fuel, NFAH increases the weight of loaded
casks, makes it necessary to extend the internal length of PWR casks to accommodate the control rod
or poison inserts, and expands the needed cross-sectional dimension of the BWR assembly to
accommodate the BWR channels. These necessary dimensional increments would reduce the fuel
payloads that could otherwise be carried in these casks.
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Acceptance of Canisters of High Level Waste by the

Federal Waste Management System.
June 1990. ORNL/Sub/89-SD841/2, JAI-331,

Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Johnson and Associates, Inc.

Summary

This report discusses the basic designs and dimensions of the HLW packages that will be produced by
the Defense Waste Processing Facility at Savannah River and the West Valley Demonstration Project.
The plans for HLW packages produced by Hanford and the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory are
also discussed. These HLW packages are compared with the spent fuel disposal package designs for
spent fuel. lt is further noted that, although the HLW packages are similar in diameter to spent fuel
packages, the HLW package length is only about two-thirds the length of the spent fuel package, lt is
noted that if the HLW package length could be increased by 50%, the number of packages and
emplacements of HLW could be reduced by one-third.

Recent Technical Status

lt is understood that the actual waste acceptance criteria and the related waste characterization data to
be used in the acceptance process will be covered by a Memorandum of Understanding between
DOE/OCRWM and DOE's Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (DOE/EM).
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Common Canister Study (Draft). 1986.
Weston, SNL, LLNL, PNL, Ralph M. Parsons,

Battelle ONWl Project, BWlP Project.

Summary

This OCRWM study was intended to identify a design for a multipurpose canister within which spent
fuel could be consolidated at the MRS and which could be placed into a repository-specific disposal
container at each of the tuff, salt, and basalt sites. Seven canister configurations were examined for
compatibility with system requirements to identify any "show stoppers" and to estimate the effects on
the total system resulting from the use of each canister type. The seven configurations consisted of
four round canisters of different diameters, a triangular canister, a pair of square and half-square cross
section canisters, and a canister with a wedge-shaped cross section. In addition to system costs, the
criteria used in the evaluation included:

= the ability to handle intact fuel assemblies in addition to consolidated fuel

* the number of sizes required for each canister type

• thetotal number of canisters

• the total number of waste packages

• the weight of waste package

• the schedule and performance

• the transportation efficiency

• the flexibility

• the heat output

• the licensing.

The study concluded that the square/half-square canister is the only configuration fully acceptable to
the MRS and ali three repositories. The square canister has essentially the envelope of a fuel assembly
and is a precursor to the JAI-proposed "standard" canister described in another study that follows.
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Evaluation of Potential Benefits of Transportable Storage Casks.

1989. R. M. Ca3per, D. M. Collier, W. J. Lee, and J. V. Houston.

Prepared by Nuclear Assurance Corporation for the
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI).

Summary

While under study in the U.S. for several years, the concept of dual-purpose TSCs has already been
incorporated into European plans for spent fuel management. A DOE evaluation of the potential
benefits of this technology focused on those elements affecting DOE's fuel transport and disposal
responsibilities. This EPRI study represents industry's independentanalysis of the same issues with a
utility-orientedperspective.

The objectives of this study were to 1) evaluate the potential benefits of TSCs and 2) develop a
practical cash-flow model for comparing various waste storage and transport scenarios. Investigators
developed five scenarios that covered a range of uses for TSCs. The study also compared the use of
TSCs with both storage-only and transport-only casks. Key considerations in structuring the scenarios
included making realistic assumptions about the timing and availability of dual-purpose casks and how
the casks integrate into projected DOE plans for spent fuel transport and disposal. A cash flow
methodology was developed to compare various waste management system scenarios and evaluate the
use of TSCs. The net present value was used as the basis for comparing scenarios. The five scenarios
were analyzed considering the following:

• at-reactor spent fuel storage in metal casks

• transport of spent fuel by rail from reactors to the DOE facilities

• lag storage and the interim storage of consolidated spent fuel at the MRS facility

• transport of consolidated spent fuel from the MRS to the repository.

The study indicated that the integrated use of TSCs could yield substantial cost savings and reduce
handling of casks and spent fuel. For the dual-purpose cask scenario that offers the maximum benefit,
the savings calculated for the waste management system ranged from $39 million to $75 million,
depending on the discount rate selected. The evaluation also determined that incorporating
dual-purpose casks into the waste management system would increase overall system flexibility and
improve the capability to adapt to future changes that may well occur in the DOE spent fuel
transportation and repository program.
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Selecting strategies for disposing of HLW is extremely di_cult because of the substantial uncertainties
associated with repository technology and licensing. This study suggests that using dual-purpose casks
offers an attractive alternative, that could save money and reduce downstream fuel-handling require-
ments. However, even though the potential savings are substantial, they represent only a small fraction
of the total system cost. Therefore, the authors concluded that it will be diflicult in the near term to
establish a compelling need to use TSCs. The study concluded that it appears unwise to abandon the
TSC option, because it does offer a potential for economic gain without incurring additional program
cost.

\.
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Requirements for Canisters Used for Delivery of Spent Nuclear Fuel
and Associated Materials to DOE Under Standard Disposal Contracts.

June 1990. ORNL/Sub/89-SD841/3, JAI-340,

Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Johnson and Associates, Inc.

Summary

One of the keys to ensuring DOE's ability to handle and accept certain types of waste is packaging
those wastes in canisters of known handling and physical characteristics, including general
compatibility with utility fuel racks and the baskets of DOE casks. Such canisters are relevant to
handling failed fuel, consolidated fuel rods, the compacted assembly hardware from consolidation, and
NFAH delivered nonintegral with fuel assemblies. This brief report describes the requirements for a

suggested standard canister and provides the rationale for each requirement. This report describes a
single basic standard canister. The classification report describes two canisters of slightly different
dimensions: a Type 1 for everything except failed fuel and slightly larger Type 2 for failed fuel. The

ability to classify certain waste forms as standard and hence deliverable without schedule uncertainty,
depends significantly on the establishment of standard canister specifications.
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System Impacts of Alternative Allocations of

Waste Acceptance Rights

Spent Fuel Acceptanco Scenarios Devoted to Shutdown
Reactors: A Preliminary Analysis.

October 1989. T. W. Wood, A. M. Plummer, S. M. Short,
and D. G. Dippold (Battelle Columbus).

PNL-7143, Pacific Northwest Laboratory.

Summary

Spent fuel acceptance schedules and the allocation of federal acceptance capacity among commercial
nuclear power reactors have important operational and cost consequences for reactor operators.
Alternative allocation schemes had been investigated to some extent in DOE's 1989 MRS Systems
Study. The study discussed here supplements these analyses for a class of acceptance scenarios in
which the acceptance capacity of the federal radioactive waste management system is allocated
principally to shutdown commercial power reactors and extends the scope of analysis to include
considerations of at-reactor cask loading rates.

The reportprovides estimates of the operational consequences of these scenarios for power reactors, as
measured in terms of quantity of spent fuel storage requirements above storage pool capacities and
number of years of pool operations after last discharge, and estimates the associated utility costs. This
study does not attempt to examine the interutility equity comiderations involved in departures from the
current OFF allocation rule as specified in the Standard Contract. The alternative allocations are more
economically efficient than OFF; they approximate the allocations that could result from free exchange
of acceptance rights among utilities. Such a process would preserve interutility equity.

This study shows that a scenario granting exclusive spent fuel acceptance rights to shutdown reactors in
order of shutdown date could substantially reduce the average time between last discharge and
completion of spent fuel removal for currently operating power reactors and those under construction
and expected to be completed. Implementing such a scenario, using a strict "longest-shutdown-first"
priority rule, would require at-reactor cask loading rates in excess of the preliminary estimates of
capabilities. Because of the relative timing for reactor shutdown and federal acceptance as currently
planned, this scenario would not fully utilize the spent fuel acceptance capacity planned for the federal
system. In addition, the requirements for additional at-reactor storage would be much greater under
such a scenario than under an allocation of acceptance based on spent fuel age.

A modified shutdown priority scenario grants first priority to reactors with imminent storage capacity
needs, second priority to shutdown reactors, and third priority based on spent fuel age and individual
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at-reactor cask loading constraints as currently estimated. This scenario is shown to have lower
at-reactor storage impacts in terms of both capacity requirements and average time between last
discharge and fuel pickup than an allocation based on age of spent fuel, and would fully utilize the
planned acceptance capacity of the waste management system.

Ali of the scenarios studied would have some impact on the characteristics of the spent fuel accepted.
The effects of fuel characteristics on transportation cask capacity and fleet requirements are treated
qualitatively in this report.
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Determination of Desirable System
Throughput Rates

Draft Summary Report on Determination of Cost Effective Waste

Management System Receipt Rates.
December 1990. R.W. McKee and H. D. Huber.

Pacific Northwest Laboratory.

Summary

This study investigated system receipt rates from 1,500 to 6,000 MTU of spent fuel per year to
determine cost-effective design throughput rates. Cases studied included repository startup in 2010 and

2015 and MRS startup in 1998 and three years prior to repository startup. Ali of the scenarios

assumed that reactors would shut down at the end of their operating license period, and that no license

extension would occur. Reactor storage costs are factored into the cost evaluation for shutdown

reactors. Higher throughput rates appear to be cost effective (undiscounted costs) if current NWPA

constraints on MRS capacity are removed. With discounting, higher throughput systems cost about the

same as the 3,000 MTU per year system.

These preliminary results show that the currently assumed 3,000 MTU/year throughput will result in

near minimum costs; they also show that if there are reasons to design for a higher throughput rate,

this can be done with little impact on the total cost.
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